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Hearts of Oak
Meet Jasmine forensic supersleuth and unwitting victim of a naughty feline. All Jasmine really wants is
to enjoy her family vacation in Las Vegas. And avoid her evil cousin Alyson and Alyson's best fiend,
Veronique. And show her suspicious dad that she can be a Model Daughter. And maybe meet the hot
guy she's been eyeing from across the pool. It that too much to ask? Apparently, yes. One moment she's
an innocent bylounger, the next the central figure in a Las Vegas-sized mystery. Fortunately, Jasmine is
both a forensics enthusiast and possessed of some very, well, special friends. Polly, Tom, and Roxy
crash the vacation, BeDazzle Jasmine's wardrobe, and find themselves key players in the most
outrageous adventure in a town known for outrageous adventures. All because of a very bad kitty.

Set My Heart to Five
Many are called She alone can save the world and become Death's bride. COBWEB BRIDE (Cobweb
Bride Trilogy, Book One) is a history-flavored fantasy novel with romantic elements of the Persephone
myth, about Death's ultimatum to the world. What if you killed someone and then fell in love with them?
In an alternate Renaissance world, somewhere in an imaginary "pocket" of Europe called the Kingdom
of Lethe, Death comes, in the form of a grim Spaniard, to claim his Bride. Until she is found, in a single
time-stopping moment all dying stops. There is no relief for the mortally wounded and the terminally ill.
Covered in white cobwebs of a thousand snow spiders she lies in the darkness Her skin is cold as snow
Her eyes frozen Her gaze, fiercely alive While kings and emperors send expeditions to search for a
suitable Bride for Death, armies of the undead wage an endless war A black knight roams the forest at
the command of his undead father Spies and political treacheries abound at the imperial Silver Court.
Murdered lovers find themselves locked in the realm of the living Look closer--through the cobweb
filaments of her hair and along each strand shine stars And one small village girl, Percy--an unwanted,
ungainly middle daughter--is faced with the responsibility of granting her dying grandmother the
desperate release she needs. As a result, Percy joins the crowds of other young women of the land in a
desperate quest to Death's own mysterious holding in the deepest forests of the North And everyone is
trying to stop her. " Nazarian writes clean and true prose " --Publishers Weekly "Fans of period fantasy
and those who like stories that feel like fairy tales should appreciate this skillful novel by the twice
Nebula Award-nominated author of Dreams of the Compass Rose and The Duke in His Castle."
--Library Journal

Serena Singh Flips the Script
Return to the sprawling, Hugo Award-winning universe of the Galactic Commons to explore another
corner of the cosmos--one often mentioned, but not yet explored--in this absorbing entry in the
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Wayfarers series, which blends heart-warming characters and imaginative adventure. With no water, no
air, and no native life, the planet Gora is unremarkable. The only thing it has going for it is a chance
proximity to more popular worlds, making it a decent stopover for ships traveling between the
wormholes that keep the Galactic Commons connected. If deep space is a highway, Gora is just your
average truck stop. At the Five-Hop One-Stop, long-haul spacers can stretch their legs (if they have legs,
that is), and get fuel, transit permits, and assorted supplies. The Five-Hop is run by an enterprising alien
and her sometimes helpful child, who work hard to provide a little piece of home to everyone passing
through. When a freak technological failure halts all traffic to and from Gora, three strangers--all
different species with different aims--are thrown together at the Five-Hop. Grounded, with nothing to do
but wait, the trio--an exiled artist with an appointment to keep, a cargo runner at a personal crossroads,
and a mysterious individual doing her best to help those on the fringes--are compelled to confront where
they've been, where they might go, and what they are, or could be, to each other.

The Mother Code
In 1948, when “Mrs. G.,” hospitalized with debilitating rheumatoid arthritis, became the first person to
receive a mysterious new compound—cortisone—her physicians were awestruck by her transformation
from enervated to energized. After eighteen years of biochemical research, the most intensively hunted
biological agent of all time had finally been isolated, identified, synthesized, and put to the test. And it
worked. But the discovery of a long-sought “magic bullet” came at an unanticipated cost in the form of
strange side effects. This fascinating history recounts the discovery of cortisone and pulls the curtain
back on the peculiar cast of characters responsible for its advent, including two enigmatic scientists,
Edward Kendall and Philip Hench, who went on to receive the Nobel Prize. The book also explores the
key role the Mayo Clinic played in fostering cortisone’s development, and looks at drugs that owe their
heritage to the so-called “King of Steroids.”

The Galaxy, and the Ground Within
The “marvelous” British governess-turned-sleuth helps a new bride who fears her husband intends to
murder her (Daily Mail). Former schoolteacher Miss Maud Silver is on her way back to London when,
with a violent shudder of the train, a young woman is thrust into her compartment. She’s beautiful, well
dressed, newly married, and wealthy—a lethal combination. In a state of shock, Lisle Jerningham
explains that she fled her home in a hurry after overhearing a sinister conversation. Her new husband’s
first wife died in an apparent accident, and the resultant infusion of cash saved his family home. Now,
he’s broke again—and attempting to engineer a second convenient mishap. Miss Silver is unsure whether
the drama is real or a figment of Lisle’s imagination—but if this frightened young lady is a target for
murder, the killer will have to deal with the governess-turned-sleuth first. Starring a mature sleuth who
“has her place in detective fiction as surely as Lord Peter Wimsey or Hercule Poirot”, In the Balance is a
classic British mystery (Manchester Evening News).

The Regional Office Is Under Attack!
From the beloved World Fantasy Award-winning author of Witchmark comes a sweeping, romantic new
fantasy set in a world reminiscent of Regency England, where women’s magic is taken from them when
they marry. A sorceress must balance her desire to become the first great female magician against her
duty to her family. Beatrice Clayborn is a sorceress who practices magic in secret, terrified of the day
she will be locked into a marital collar that will cut off her powers to protect her unborn children. She
dreams of becoming a full-fledged Magus and pursuing magic as her calling as men do, but her family
has staked everything to equip her for Bargaining Season, when young men and women of means
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descend upon the city to negotiate the best marriages. The Clayborns are in severe debt, and only she can
save them, by securing an advantageous match before their creditors come calling. In a stroke of luck,
Beatrice finds a grimoire that contains the key to becoming a Magus, but before she can purchase it, a
rival sorceress swindles the book right out of her hands. Beatrice summons a spirit to help her get it
back, but her new ally exacts a price: Beatrice’s first kiss . . . with her adversary’s brother, the
handsome, compassionate, and fabulously wealthy Ianthe Lavan. The more Beatrice is entangled with
the Lavan siblings, the harder her decision becomes: If she casts the spell to become a Magus, she will
devastate her family and lose the only man to ever see her for who she is; but if she marries—even for
love—she will sacrifice her magic, her identity, and her dreams. But how can she choose just one,
knowing she will forever regret the path not taken?

We're Better Than This
Serena Singh is tired of everyone telling her what she should want--and she is ready to prove to her
mother, her sister, and the aunties in her community that a woman does not need domestic bliss to have a
happy life. Things are going according to plan for Serena. She’s smart, confident, and just got a kick-ass
new job at a top advertising firm in Washington, D.C. Even before her younger sister gets married in a
big, traditional wedding, Serena knows her own dreams don’t include marriage or children. But with her
mother constantly encouraging her to be more like her sister, Serena can’t understand why her parents
refuse to recognize that she and her sister want completely different experiences out of life. A new
friendship with her co-worker, Ainsley, comes as a breath of fresh air, challenging Serena’s long-held
beliefs about the importance of self-reliance. She’s been so focused on career success that she’s let all
of her hobbies and close friendships fall by the wayside. As Serena reconnects with her family and
friends--including her ex-boyfriend--she learns letting people in can make her happier than standing all
on her own.

Henchgirl (Second Edition)
This "stunning journey through a country that is home to exhilarating natural wonders, and a scarring
colonial past . . . makes breathtakingly clear the connection between nature and humanity, and offers a
singular portrait of the complexities inherent to our ideas of identity, family, and love" (Refinery29). A
chance discovery of letters written by her immigrant grandfather leads Jessica J. Lee to her ancestral
homeland, Taiwan. There, she seeks his story while growing closer to the land he knew. Lee hikes
mountains home to Formosan flamecrests, birds found nowhere else on earth, and swims in a lake of
drowned cedars. She bikes flatlands where spoonbills alight by fish farms, and learns about a tree whose
fruit can float in the ocean for years, awaiting landfall. Throughout, Lee unearths surprising parallels
between the natural and human stories that have shaped her family and their beloved island. Joyously
attentive to the natural world, Lee also turns a critical gaze upon colonialist explorers who mapped the
land and named plants, relying on and often effacing the labor and knowledge of local communities.
Two Trees Make a Forest is a genre–shattering book encompassing history, travel, nature, and memoir,
an extraordinary narrative showing how geographical forces are interlaced with our family stories.

Time Spike
New York Times bestselling author Joshilyn Jackson—”an admired writer who deserves to be a
household name” (Kirkus Reviews)—displays her masterful talent in this dark and deliciously addictive
tale of domestic suspense. In this game, even winning can be deadly Amy Whey is proud of her ordinary
life and the simple pleasures that come with it—teaching diving lessons, baking cookies for new
neighbors, helping her best friend, Charlotte, run their local book club. Her greatest joy is her family: her
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devoted professor husband, her spirited fifteen-year-old stepdaughter, her adorable infant son. And, of
course, the steadfast and supportive Charlotte. But Amy’s sweet, uncomplicated life begins to unravel
when the mysterious and alluring Angelica Roux arrives on her doorstep one book club night. Sultry and
magnetic, Roux beguiles the group with her feral charm. She keeps the wine flowing and lures them into
a game of spilling secrets. Everyone thinks it’s naughty, harmless fun. Only Amy knows better.
Something wicked has come her way—a she-devil in a pricey red sports car who seems to know the
terrible truth about who she is and what she once did. When they’re alone, Roux tells her that if she
doesn’t give her what she asks for, what she deserves, she’s going to make Amy pay for her sins. One
way or another. To protect herself and her family and save the life she’s built, Amy must beat the devil
at her own clever game, matching wits with Roux in an escalating war of hidden pasts and unearthed
secrets. Amy knows the consequences if she can’t beat Roux. What terrifies her is everything she could
lose if she wins. A diabolically entertaining tale of betrayal, deception, temptation, and love filled with
dark twists leavened by Joshilyn Jackson’s trademark humor, Never Have I Ever explores what happens
when the transgressions of our past come back with a vengeance.

Two Trees Make a Forest
Only weeks after the D-Day invasion of June 6, 1944, a surprising cargo—crates of books—joined the
flood of troop reinforcements, weapons and ammunition, food, and medicine onto Normandy beaches.
The books were destined for French bookshops, to be followed by millions more American books (in
translation but also in English) ultimately distributed throughout Europe and the rest of the world. The
British were doing similar work, which was uneasily coordinated with that of the Americans within the
Psychological Warfare Division of General Eisenhower's Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary
Force, under General Eisenhower's command. Books As Weapons tells the little-known story of the vital
partnership between American book publishers and the U.S. government to put carefully selected recent
books highlighting American history and values into the hands of civilians liberated from Axis forces.
The government desired to use books to help "disintoxicate" the minds of these people from the Nazi
and Japanese propaganda and censorship machines and to win their friendship. This objective dovetailed
perfectly with U.S. publishers' ambitions to find new profits in international markets, which had been
dominated by Britain, France, and Germany before their book trades were devastated by the war. Key
figures on both the trade and government sides of the program considered books "the most enduring
propaganda of all" and thus effective "weapons in the war of ideas," both during the war and afterward,
when the Soviet Union flexed its military might and demonstrated its propaganda savvy. Seldom have
books been charged with greater responsibility or imbued with more significance. John B. Hench
leavens this fully international account of the programs with fascinating vignettes set in the war rooms
of Washington and London, publishers' offices throughout the world, and the jeeps in which information
officers drove over bomb-rutted roads to bring the books to people who were hungering for them. Books
as Weapons provides context for continuing debates about the relationship between government and
private enterprise and the image of the United States abroad. To see an interview with John Hench
conducted by C-SPAN at the 2010 annual conference of the Organization of American Historians, visit:
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/id/222522.

The Rise of Real-Life Superheroes
“As intellectually playful as the best of Thomas Pynchon and as sardonically warm as the best of Kurt
Vonnegut, The Heap is both a hilarious send-up of life under late capitalism and a moving exploration of
the peculiar loneliness of the early 21st century. A masterful and humane gem of a novel.” —Shaun
Hamill, author of A Cosmology of Monsters Blending the piercing humor of Alexandra Kleeman and
the jagged satire of Black Mirror, an audacious, eerily prescient debut novel that chronicles the rise and
fall of a massive high-rise housing complex, and the lives it affected before - and after - its demise.
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Standing nearly five hundred stories tall, Los Verticalés once bustled with life and excitement. Now this
marvel of modern architecture and nontraditional urban planning has collapsed into a pile of rubble
known as the Heap. In exchange for digging gear, a rehabilitated bicycle, and a small living stipend, a
vast community of Dig Hands removes debris, trash, and bodies from the building’s mountainous
remains, which Orville Anders burrows into the bowels of the Heap to find his brother Bernard, the
beloved radio DJ of Los Verticalés, who is alive and miraculously broadcasting somewhere under the
massive rubble. For months, Orville has lived in a sea of campers that surrounds the Heap, working
tirelessly to free Bernard—the only known survivor of the imploded city—whom he speaks to every
evening, calling into his radio show. The brothers’ conversations are a ratings bonanza, and the station’s
parent company, Sundial Media, wants to boost its profits by having Orville slyly drop brand names into
his nightly talks with Bernard. When Orville refuses, his access to Bernard is suddenly cut off, but
strangely, he continues to hear his own voice over the airwaves, casually shilling products as “he”
converses with Bernard. What follows is an imaginative and darkly hilarious story of conspiracy,
revenge, and the strange life and death of Los Verticalés that both captures the wonderful weirdness of
community and the bonds that tie us together.

Never Have I Ever
Richard Royal has a hard life. He lives in a corrupt, church-controlled dystopia, his family is soon
broken, and the only joy to be had comes from the escapism of his full-immersion gaming.Introduced to
a new and very illegal game, he finds himself in the body of a dragon, on a quest to find a dark and evil
power to serve. But the game is more than it seems, and the dragon is more than a beast. Soon Rich's life
is far, far more complicated than he ever expected. And the threats against him grow, both in-game and
in realspace.There is no path that will not lead to blasphemy. And the dark secrets revealed will change
two worlds, before all is doneA new litrpg saga, set in Threadbare's world of Generica Online.

The Space Between Worlds
Longlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize Spanning three continents, Butter Honey Pig Bread tells the
interconnected stories of three Nigerian women: Kambirinachi and her twin daughters, Kehinde and
Taiye. Kambirinachi believes that she is an Ogbanje, or an Abiku, a non-human spirit that plagues a
family with misfortune by being born and then dying in childhood to cause a human mother misery. She
has made the unnatural choice of staying alive to love her human family but lives in fear of the
consequences of her decision. Kambirinachi and her two daughters become estranged from one another
because of a trauma that Kehinde experiences in childhood, which leads her to move away and cut off
all contact. She ultimately finds her path as an artist and seeks to raise a family of her own, despite her
fear that she won’t be a good mother. Meanwhile, Taiye is plagued by guilt for what her sister suffered
and also runs away, attempting to fill the void of that lost relationship with casual flings with women.
She eventually discovers a way out of her stifling loneliness through a passion for food and cooking. But
now, after more than a decade of living apart, Taiye and Kehinde have returned home to Lagos. It is here
that the three women must face each other and address the wounds of the past if they are to reconcile and
move forward. For readers of African diasporic authors such as Teju Cole and Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie, Butter Honey Pig Bread is a story of choices and their consequences, of motherhood, of the
malleable line between the spirit and the mind, of finding new homes and mending old ones, of
voracious appetites, of queer love, of friendship, faith, and above all, family.

In the Balance
Dany, Madison, andwait-another Dany?!-must navigate some very complicated friendships while trying
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to capture a magical dog that is turning their town upside-down!

The Midnight Fair
A gorgeously illustrated collection of twelve “lush and deliciously sinister fairy tales” (Kelly Link) by
the New York Times bestselling author of The Hazel Wood and The Night Country! Before The Hazel
Wood, there was Althea Proserpine’s Tales from the Hinterland Journey into the Hinterland, a brutal
and beautiful world where a young woman spends a night with Death, brides are wed to a mysterious
house in the trees, and an enchantress is killed twice—and still lives. Perfect for new readers and
dedicated fans alike, Melissa Albert's Tales from the Hinterland features full-page illustrations by Jim
Tierney, foil stamping, two-color interior printing, and printed endpapers.

The Heap
Meanwhile, back in the darkened alleys of a city near you trouble is brewing. A fight breaks out. A
mugger shakes down an innocent tourist. Inequality is on the rise. Enter our heroes. Dark Guardian
chases off an angry drug dealer in Manhattan. Mr. Xtreme charges in and breaks up a San Diego bar
brawl. T.O. Ronin hugs a homeless man on the snowy streets of Toronto. These aren’t the big-screen or
comic-book heroes that have been increasingly dominating pop culture. They’re real-life superheroes:
individuals who take on masked personae to fight crime and help the helpless. They don’t have
superpowers, but they do try to make the world a better place. Lifelong comic-book fan and veteran
journalist Peter Nowak goes to the source of this phenomenon, meeting with real-life superheroes in
North America and around the world to get their stories and investigate what the movement means for
the future of society. To some people, real-life superheroes may seem like quirky outliers or dangerous
vigilantes but, as Nowak shows, they are also archetypes whose job is to remind us of the better part of
human nature.

Doom
Read it!” —Jess Walter, New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful Ruins "[R]ollicking good fun.”
—New York Times Book Review "A tour-de-force." —Laura Miller, Slate In a world beset by amassing
forces of darkness, one organization—the Regional Office—and its coterie of super-powered female
assassins protects the globe from annihilation. At its helm, the mysterious Oyemi and her oracles seek
out new recruits and root out evil plots. Then a prophecy suggests that someone from inside might bring
about its downfall. And now, the Regional Office is under attack. Recruited by a defector from within,
Rose is a young assassin leading the attack, eager to stretch into her powers and prove herself on her first
mission. Defending the Regional Office is Sarah—who may or may not have a mechanical arm—fiercely
devoted to the organization that took her in as a young woman in the wake of her mother’s sudden
disappearance. On the day that the Regional Office is attacked, Rose’s and Sarah’s stories will overlap,
their lives will collide, and the world as they know it just might end. Weaving in a brilliantly conceived
mythology, fantastical magical powers, teenage crushes, and kinetic fight scenes, The Regional Office Is
Under Attack! is a seismically entertaining debut novel about revenge and allegiance and love.

Nexis
Fun fantasy story centered on Hector the henchman, a person who help the heroes through and
adventure's hurdles. Includes bonus character illustrations for some of the story's monsters!

Soon I Will Be Invincible
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THE DEADLIEST PREDATORS OF THREE SEPARATE EONS Captain Andy Blacklock was
overseeing the change of shifts at the state of Illinois' maximum-security prison when the world outside
was suddenly ripped. They thought it was an earthquake until they found that the Mississippi River had
disappeared, along with all signs of civilization. Then the sun came up¾in the wrong direction. And a
dinosaur came by and scratched its hide against the wall of the prison Something had thrown the prison
back in time millions of years. And they were not alone. Other humans from periods centuries, even
millennia, apart had also been dropped into the same time. Including a band of murderous
conquistadores. But the prison had its own large population of murderers. They couldn't be turned loose,
but what else could be done with them. Death walked outside the walls, human savagery was planning to
break loose inside, and Stephens and the other men and women of the prison's staff were trapped in the
middle. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

Books As Weapons
Hearts of Oak is a delightful science fiction adventure from Eddie Robson, the creator of the acclaimed
Welcome to Our Village, Please Invade Carefully. The buildings grow. And the city expands. And the
people of the land are starting to behave abnormally. Or perhaps they’ve always behaved that way, and
it’s normality that’s at fault. And the king of the land confers with his best friend, who happens to be his
closest advisor, who also happens to be a talking cat. But that’s all perfectly natural and not at all weird.
Iona, close to retirement, finds that the world she has always known is nothing like she always believed
it to be. There dark forces . . . not dark. There are uncanny forces . . . no, not uncanny. There are forces,
anyway, mostly slightly odd ones, and they appear to be acting in mysterious ways. It’s about town
planning, it’s about cats and it’s about the nature of reality. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Tales from the Hinterland
Brad Thor's Summer 2018 Fiction Pick for THE TODAY SHOW! "Eerie, dark, and compelling, [The
Book of M] will not disappoint lovers of The Passage (2010) and Station Eleven (2014)." --Booklist
WHAT WOULD YOU GIVE UP TO REMEMBER? Set in a dangerous near future world, The Book of
M tells the captivating story of a group of ordinary people caught in an extraordinary catastrophe who
risk everything to save the ones they love. It is a sweeping debut that illuminates the power that
memories have not only on the heart, but on the world itself. One afternoon at an outdoor market in
India, a man’s shadow disappears—an occurrence science cannot explain. He is only the first. The
phenomenon spreads like a plague, and while those afflicted gain a strange new power, it comes at a
horrible price: the loss of all their memories. Ory and his wife Max have escaped the Forgetting so far
by hiding in an abandoned hotel deep in the woods. Their new life feels almost normal, until one day
Max’s shadow disappears too. Knowing that the more she forgets, the more dangerous she will become
to Ory, Max runs away. But Ory refuses to give up the time they have left together. Desperate to find
Max before her memory disappears completely, he follows her trail across a perilous, unrecognizable
world, braving the threat of roaming bandits, the call to a new war being waged on the ruins of the
capital, and the rise of a sinister cult that worships the shadowless. As they journey, each searches for
answers: for Ory, about love, about survival, about hope; and for Max, about a new force growing in the
south that may hold the cure. Like The Passage and Station Eleven, this haunting, thought-provoking,
and beautiful novel explores fundamental questions of memory, connection, and what it means to be
human in a world turned upside down.

The Book of M
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"Complex, turbulent, as haunting as a pedal steel solo" —Jonathan Miles, The New York Times Book
Review (Editors' Choice) "One of 21 books we can't wait to read in 2020" —Thrillist | A New York
Times Book Review summer reading pick | A GQ best book of 2020 | Named one of the 10 best July
books by The Washington Post and The Christian Science Monitor | A Kirkus Reviews hottest summer
read | A Publishers Weekly summer reads staff pick The incredible true story of America's original—and
forgotten—capital of vice Back in the days before Vegas was big, when the Mob was at its peak and neon
lights were but a glimmer on the horizon, a little Southern town styled itself as a premier destination for
the American leisure class. Hot Springs, Arkansas was home to healing waters, Art Deco splendor, and
America’s original national park—as well as horse racing, nearly a dozen illegal casinos, countless
backrooms and brothels, and some of the country’s most bald-faced criminals. Gangsters, gamblers, and
gamines: all once flocked to America’s forgotten capital of vice, a place where small-town hustlers and
bigtime high-rollers could make their fortunes, and hide from the law. The Vapors is the extraordinary
story of three individuals—spanning the golden decades of Hot Springs, from the 1930s through the
1960s—and the lavish casino whose spectacular rise and fall would bring them together before blowing
them apart. Hazel Hill was still a young girl when legendary mobster Owney Madden rolled into town in
his convertible, fresh off a crime spree in New York. He quickly established himself as the gentleman
Godfather of Hot Springs, cutting barroom deals and buying stakes in the clubs at which Hazel made her
living—and drank away her sorrows. Owney’s protégé was Dane Harris, the son of a Cherokee
bootlegger who rose through the town’s ranks to become Boss Gambler. It was his idea to build The
Vapors, a pleasure palace more spectacular than any the town had ever seen, and an establishment to
rival anything on the Vegas Strip or Broadway in sophistication and supercharged glamour. In this
riveting work of forgotten history, native Arkansan David Hill plots the trajectory of everything from
organized crime to America’s fraught racial past, examining how a town synonymous with white
gangsters supported a burgeoning black middle class. He reveals how the louche underbelly of the South
was also home to veterans hospitals and baseball’s spring training grounds, giving rise to everyone from
Babe Ruth to President Bill Clinton. Infused with the sights and sounds of America’s entertainment
heyday—jazz orchestras and auctioneers, slot machines and suited comedians—The Vapors is an arresting
glimpse into a bygone era of American vice.

Butter Honey Pig Bread
With a foreword by Speaker Nancy Pelosi. “There was no greater friend to the poor, to the lost, to the
left out, and to the left behind. If you want to understand this great man, read his historic, important
book and learn the lessons and values from his ‘moral voice crying in the wilderness’ on behalf of our
American democracy.” —Rep. John Lewis (D-GA) Known for his poise, intellect, and influence until his
death in October 2019, Elijah Cummings was one of the most respected figures in contemporary politics,
a politician who held fast to his beliefs but was not afraid to reach across the aisle in the name of
friendship and progress. Since his earliest days in government through his time as a representative and
chairman of the House Oversight and Reform Committee, he proved his abilities as a politician who
could operate at the highest levels of democracy, serving the people of Baltimore and illustrating the
importance of working with—and for—the underdog. Yet in his final years of life, Cummings recognized
that democracy was the underdog. We’re Better Than This draws from Cummings’s own life to show
the formative moments that prepared him for the disturbing first years of the Trump presidency and
spurred him to hold the administration accountable for their actions. Weaving together the urgent drama
of modern-day politics and character-defining stories from his past, Cummings offers a never-beforetold perspective on how his personal history, coming of age in South Baltimore, laid the foundation of a
life spent fighting for justice. He goes behind the scenes with the House Democratic leadership, offering
an eye-opening chronicle of the grim realities of holding the Trump administration to account. Detailing
this moment of unprecedented obstructionism by both the president and Republicans, Cummings
presents a vital defense of how government oversight defines our collective trust, examining the
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dangerous precedent for both parties that exists if the executive branch remains above public scrutiny.
Part memoir, part call to action, We’re Better Than This is the story of our modern-day democracy and
the threats that we all must face together, as well as a retrospective on the life and career of one of our
country’s most inspirational politicians. As we approach another test of our democracy, the next race for
the White House, We’re Better Than This reminds people that in this country we don’t elect kings, and
we cannot afford four more years of this false one.

Flyaway
*SET TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE DIRECTED BY EDGAR WRIGHT (SCOTT PILGRIM
VS. THE WORLD)* For fans of Fredrik Backman and Gail Honeyman, a delightfully entertaining,
deceptively poignant debut novel about a humanlike bot named Jared, whose emotional awakening leads
him on an unforgettable quest for connection, belonging and possibly even true love Jared works as a
dentist in small-town Michigan. His life is totally normal, except for one thing. He is a bot engineered
with human DNA to look and act like a real person. One day at a screening of a classic movie, Jared
feels a strange sensation around his eyes. Everyone knows that bots can’t feel emotions, but as the
theater lights come on, Jared is almost certain he’s crying. Confused, he decides to watch more old
movies to figure out what’s happening. The process leads to an emotional awakening that upends his
existence. Jared, it turns out, can feel. Overcome with a full range of emotions, and facing an imminent
reset, Jared heads west, determined to forge real connections. He yearns to find his mother, the
programmer who created him. He dreams of writing a screenplay that will change the world. Along the
way, he might even fall in love. But a bot with feelings is a dangerous proposition, and Jared’s new life
could come to an end before it truly begins. Delectably entertaining and deceptively moving, Set My
Heart to Five is a profound exploration of what makes us human and a love letter to outsiders
everywhere.

Her Kind of Cowboy
Transformation, enchantment, and the emotional truths of family history teem in Kathleen Jennings’
stunning debut, Flyaway. "Kathleen Jennings' prose dazzles, and her magic feels real enough that you
might even prick your finger on it."—Kelly Link "Half mystery, half fairy tale, all exquisitely rendered
and full of teeth.”—Holly Black In a small Western Queensland town, a reserved young woman receives
a note from one of her vanished brothers—a note that makes her question memories of their
disappearance and her father’s departure. A beguiling story that proves that gothic delights and uncanny
family horror can live—and even thrive—under a burning sun, Flyaway introduces readers to Bettina
Scott, whose search for the truth throws her into tales of eerie dogs, vanished schools, cursed monsters,
and enchanted bottles. Flyaway enchants you with the sly, beautiful darkness of Karen Russell and a
world utterly its own. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Stay Up with Hugo Best
DOOM: Love Poems for Supervillains is an edgy and erotic investigation of comic book bad boys.
These poems employ a language that is highly technical and dense, but it becomes witty, intimate and
even tender in its specificity. These poems address the results of abuses of power and taken together
present a case study in the pathology of villainy. Praise for Thumbscrews: "Natalie Zina Walschots [is] a
writer who engages with the aesthetics of sadomasochism in order to generate elegant, sensual poetry
that writhes inside the shackles of its own linguistic constraint [she] treats each poem as a miniature,
theatrical tableau--a 'passion play, ' in which she forces language to submit to her will, beating its
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grammar into a stupor of ecstatic nonsense."--Christian Bok, The Poetry Foundation

Hench
In the domed city of Evanescence, appearance is everything. A Natural Born among genetically altered
Aristocrats, all Ella ever wanted was to be like everyone else. Augmented, sparkling, and perfect.
Thenthe crash. Devastated by her father's death and struggling with her new physical limitations, Ella is
terrified to learn she is not just alone, but little more than a prisoner. Her only escape is to lose herself in
Nexis, the hugely popular virtual reality game her father created. In Nexis she meets Guster, a senior
player who guides Ella through the strange and compelling new world she now inhabits. He offers Ella
guidance, friendshipand something more. Something that allows her to forget about the "real" world and
makes her feel whole again. But when their separate worlds collide, Ella will have to choose between
love and survival. Because Nexis isn’t quite the game everyone thinks it is. And it’s been waiting for
Ella.

Book Lust
“This book is fast, furious, compelling, and angry as hell." -- Seanan McGuire, New York Times
bestselling author The Boys meets My Year of Rest and Relaxation in this smart, imaginative, and
evocative novel of love, betrayal, revenge, and redemption, told with razor-sharp wit and affection, in
which a young woman discovers the greatest superpower—for good or ill—is a properly executed
spreadsheet. Anna does boring things for terrible people because even criminals need office help and she
needs a job. Working for a monster lurking beneath the surface of the world isn’t glamorous. But is it
really worse than working for an oil conglomerate or an insurance company? In this economy? As a
temp, she’s just a cog in the machine. But when she finally gets a promising assignment, everything
goes very wrong, and an encounter with the so-called “hero” leaves her badly injured. And, to her
horror, compared to the other bodies strewn about, she’s the lucky one. So, of course, then she gets laid
off. With no money and no mobility, with only her anger and internet research acumen, she discovers
her suffering at the hands of a hero is far from unique. When people start listening to the story that her
data tells, she realizes she might not be as powerless as she thinks. Because the key to everything is data:
knowing how to collate it, how to manipulate it, and how to weaponize it. By tallying up the human cost
these caped forces of nature wreak upon the world, she discovers that the line between good and evil is
mostly marketing. And with social media and viral videos, she can control that appearance. It’s not too
long before she’s employed once more, this time by one of the worst villains on earth. As she becomes
an increasingly valuable lieutenant, she might just save the world. A sharp, witty, modern debut, Hench
explores the individual cost of justice through a fascinating mix of Millennial office politics, heroism
measured through data science, body horror, and a profound misunderstanding of quantum mechanics.

Hench
Doctor Impossible—evil genius, would-be world conqueror—languishes in prison. Shuffling through the
cafeteria line with ordinary criminals, he wonders if the smartest man in the world has done the smartest
thing he could with his life. After all, he's lost every battle he's ever fought. But this prison won't hold
him forever. Fatale—half woman, half high-tech warrior—used to be an unemployed cyborg. Now, she's a
rookie member of the world's most famous super-team, the Champions. But being a superhero is not all
flying cars and planets in peril—she learns that in the locker rooms and dive bars of superherodom, the
men and women (even mutants) behind the masks are as human as anyone. Soon I Will Be Invincible is
a wildly entertaining first novel, brimming with attitude and humor—an emotionally resonant look at
good and evil, love and loss, power and glory. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Making Friends: Back to the Drawing Board (Making Friends #2)
No wedding is too much for the little town of Ido, Texas to handle…or is it? Having successfully
established themselves as a destination for weddings, the town of Ido is ready to kick it up another
notch. Zina Baxter has stood on the sidelines during most of the matrimonial mayhem. But when a
disaster at the pit bull rescue has her relocating the pups to share space with a winter wonderland scene,
she finds herself smack dab in the middle of planning the craziest wedding yet. Alex Sanders ran as far
and fast as he could from his hometown—all the way to Antarctica. But a job opportunity as the penguin
handler for an over-the-top wedding entices him back. Being home means he can finally help his
overwhelmed sister wrangle their unruly grandpa—at least until the next opportunity comes around and
he can hit the road running again. The last thing he expects to find in Texas is a shot at love… Once Alex
crashes into Zina’s life—literally—there’s no denying their chemistry. But are their feelings for each other
enough to keep Alex in Texas for good, or will he follow the march of the penguins back to the South
Pole?

Bad Kitty
"Henchgirl was originally published online at HenchgirlComic.com, in single issues by Scout Comics,
and collected by Dark Horse."

The Midnight Bargain
What it means to be human—and a mother—is put to the test in Carole Stivers’s debut novel set in a world
that is more chilling and precarious than ever. The year is 2049. When a deadly non-viral agent intended
for biowarfare spreads out of control, scientists must scramble to ensure the survival of the human race.
They turn to their last resort, a plan to place genetically engineered children inside the cocoons of largescale robots—to be incubated, birthed, and raised by machines. But there is yet one hope of preserving the
human order: an intelligence programmed into these machines that renders each unique in its own
right—the Mother Code. Kai is born in America’s desert Southwest, his only companion his robotic
Mother, Rho-Z. Equipped with the knowledge and motivations of a human mother, Rho-Z raises Kai
and teaches him how to survive. But as children like Kai come of age, their Mothers transform too—in
ways that were never predicted. And when government survivors decide that the Mothers must be
destroyed, Kai is faced with a choice. Will he break the bond he shares with Rho-Z? Or will he fight to
save the only parent he has ever known? Set in a future that could be our own, The Mother Code
explores what truly makes us human—and the tenuous nature of the boundaries between us and the
machines we create.

The Quest for Cortisone
The mayor of Atlanta and a washed-up reporter investigate a series of assassinations, and uncover a
conspiracy that reaches into the heart of the city's political machine. Mayor Victoria Dobbs Overstreet is
a Harvard-trained attorney and Spelman alum, married to a celebrated heart surgeon, mother to beautiful
twin girls, and a political genius. When her mentor, ally, and friend Congressman Ezra Hawkins is
gunned down in Ebenezer Baptist Church, Victoria finds a strange piece of origami–a “paper
god”–tucked inside his Bible. These paper gods turn up again and again, always after someone is killed.
Someone is terrorizing those who are close to Mayor Dobbs, and she can't shake the feeling that the
killer is close to her, too. "A moving and unflinching portrait of a city and its many layers of
powerTaylor has created a hero we see all too rarely: black, female, powerful." —Tim Teeman, Senior
Editor of The Daily Beast "From buttermilk fried okra to bibles and bullets, the story comes out the gate
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moving and never lets up.” —Eric Jerome Dickey, New York Times bestselling author of A Wanted
Woman

The Vapors
Set in a world of goblin wars, stag-sized battle ravens, and assassins who kill with deadly tattoos,
Christopher Buehlman's The Blacktongue Thief begins a 'dazzling' (Robin Hobb) fantasy adventure
unlike any other. Kinch Na Shannack owes the Takers Guild a small fortune for his education as a thief,
which includes (but is not limited to) lock-picking, knife-fighting, wall-scaling, fall-breaking, lieweaving, trap-making, plus a few small magics. His debt has driven him to lie in wait by the old forest
road, planning to rob the next traveler that crosses his path. But today, Kinch Na Shannack has picked
the wrong mark. Galva is a knight, a survivor of the brutal goblin wars, and handmaiden of the goddess
of death. She is searching for her queen, missing since a distant northern city fell to giants. Unsuccessful
in his robbery and lucky to escape with his life, Kinch now finds his fate entangled with Galva's.
Common enemies and uncommon dangers force thief and knight on an epic journey where goblins
hunger for human flesh, krakens hunt in dark waters, and honor is a luxury few can afford. “The
Blacktongue Thief is fast and fun and filled with crazy magic. I can't wait to see what Christopher
Buehlman does next." - Brent Weeks, New York Times bestselling author of the Lightbringer series

Blasphemy Online Volume 1
As darkness falls on the fairgrounds, the animals venture out of the woods for one magical, memorable
night! An exhilarating wordless picture book. Far from the city, but not quite the countryside, lies a
fairground. When night comes and the fair is empty, something unexpected happens. Wild animals
emerge from the forest, a brave raccoon pulls a lever, and the roller coasters and rides explode back into
bright, neon life. It's time for the woodland creatures to head to the fair! In a gorgeous wordless picture
book, author Gideon Sterer and illustrator Mariachiara Di Giorgio offer an exuberant take on what
animals are up to when humans are asleep. Suffused with color and light, the panel illustrations celebrate
the inherent humor and joy in deer flying by on chair-swings, a bear winning a stuffed bear, three
weasels carrying a soft pretzel, and a badger driving a bumper car. With thrills both spectacular and
subtle, Midnight Fair will have readers punching their tickets again and again to revel in this fantastic
nocturnal world.

A Most English Princess
Everyone knows villains rarely win in superhero comics, right? And yet, those crime kingpins all seem
to have their own armies of nameless, faceless, musclebound goons willing to wear silly costumes, risk
prison time, withstand abuse from the fists of caped crime fighters, and even lay their lives on the line,
in the slim hope that THIS job might be the one that pays off big. Who are these men, and why did they
choose this life? HENCH, the classic, ground-breaking graphic novel gave a name, a face, and a
hilarious, harrowing, heartbreaking story to one of those men, Mike Fulton, and now returns collected
with an ALL-NEW FULL-LENGTH SEQUEL that continues Mike's journey, as he tries to leave the
henchman's life behind for goodonly to find out it's much more difficult -- and dangerous -- than he ever
dreamed. Originally released in 2004 to rave reviews from Entertainment Weekly ("Funny, knowing and
rather poignant"), Variety.com ("Moments of black and comic strangeness and even kindnessthat you
expect to find in an HBO series"), The Comics Buyer's Guide ("A treasure") and listed in the book
"1000 Comics You Must Read," HENCH is back at last, with the original story and an ALL-NEW,
FULL-LENGTH SEQUEL collected in a SINGLE VOLUME. Written by New York Times best-selling
author Adam Beechen (DC Comics' BATMAN BEYOND, JUSTICE LEAGUE UNLIMITED, TEEN
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TITANS, ROBIN, BATGIRL, LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT, and such animated series as
TEEN TITANS, THE BATMAN, THE BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD, X-MEN
EVOLUTION and BEN 10), HENCH explores the world of superheroics from a perspective rarely
considered -- that of the truly Average Joe. And the view from down there is violent, absurd and, above
all, thrilling from first page to last.

Paper Gods
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE • An outsider who can travel between
worlds discovers a secret that threatens the very fabric of the multiverse in this stunning debut, a
powerful examination of identity, privilege, and belonging. “Gorgeous writing, mind-bending worldbuilding, razor-sharp social commentary, and a main character who demands your attention—and your
allegiance.”—Rob Hart, author of The Warehouse Multiverse travel is finally possible, but there’s just
one catch: No one can visit a world where their counterpart is still alive. Enter Cara, whose parallel
selves happen to be exceptionally good at dying—from disease, turf wars, or vendettas they couldn’t
outrun. Cara’s life has been cut short on 372 worlds in total. On this dystopian Earth, however, Cara has
survived. Identified as an outlier and therefore a perfect candidate for multiverse travel, Cara is plucked
from the dirt of the wastelands. Now what once made her marginalized has finally become an
unexpected source of power. She has a nice apartment on the lower levels of the wealthy and walled-off
Wiley City. She works—and shamelessly flirts—with her enticing yet aloof handler, Dell, as the two
women collect off-world data for the Eldridge Institute. She even occasionally leaves the city to visit her
family in the wastes, though she struggles to feel at home in either place. So long as she can keep her
head down and avoid trouble, Cara is on a sure path to citizenship and security. But trouble finds Cara
when one of her eight remaining doppelgängers dies under mysterious circumstances, plunging her into
a new world with an old secret. What she discovers will connect her past and her future in ways she
could have never imagined—and reveal her own role in a plot that endangers not just her world but the
entire multiverse. “Clever characters, surprise twists, plenty of action, and a plot that highlights social
and racial inequities in astute prose.”—Library Journal (starred review)

Cobweb Bride
One of Vogue’s Best Books of 2019 “Incisive, funny, and tinged with melancholy, the timely novel
follows two lost but clever souls desperate for connection.” —Entertainment Weekly June Bloom is
twenty-nine, broke, and an aspiring comedy writer. Hugo Best is a beloved late-night TV icon and
notorious womanizer who invites her to his mansion for Memorial Day weekend. This is the story of
their four days together, a “zippy…magnificent…devilishly fun ride” (Vogue). When June Bloom, an
assistant on the late-night comedy show, Stay Up with Hugo Best, runs into Hugo himself at an open
mic following his unexpected retirement, she finds herself fielding a surprising invitation: Hugo asks
June to come to his mansion in Greenwich for the long Memorial Day weekend. “No funny business,”
he insists. “Incisive, funny, and tinged with melancholy, this timely novel follows two lost but clever
souls desperate for connection” (Entertainment Weekly). June, in need of a job and money, but
harboring the remains of a childhood crush on the charming older comedian and former role model, is
confident she can handle herself. She accepts. As the weekend unfolds and the enigmatic Hugo
gradually reveals appealingly vulnerable facets to his personality, their dynamic proves to be much more
complicated and less predictable than June imagined. “A witty and subtle commentary on sex, power,
and social politics” (Refinery 29) and “an outstanding comedic debut” (Kirkus Reviews, starred
review), Stay Up with Hugo Best announces a gloriously irreverent, bold, and winning new voice in
fiction.
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Hench 2012 Edition
"In this sweeping, immersive novel, A Most English Princess draws readers into the mesmerizing world
of the eldest daughter of Queen Victoria – Princess Vicky – as she emerges into a powerful force in her
own right and ascends to become the first German Empress.” —Marie Benedict, New York Times
bestselling author of The Only Woman in the Room Perfect for fans of the BBC's Victoria, Alison
Pataki's The Accidental Empress, and Daisy Goodwin's Victoria, this debut novel tells the gripping and
tragic story of Queen Victoria’s eldest daughter, Victoria, Princess Royal. To the world, she was
Princess Victoria, daughter of a queen, wife of an emperor, and mother of Kaiser Wilhelm. Her family
just called her Vicky…smart, pretty, and self-assured, she changed the course of the world. January 1858:
Princess Victoria glides down the aisle of St James Chapel to the waiting arms of her beloved, Fritz,
Prince Frederick, heir to the powerful kingdom of Prussia. Although theirs is no mere political match,
Vicky is determined that she and Fritz will lead by example, just as her parents Victoria and Albert had
done, and also bring about a liberal and united Germany. Brought up to believe in the rightness of her
cause, Vicky nonetheless struggles to thrive in the constrained Prussian court, where each day she seems
to take a wrong step. And her status as the eldest daughter of Queen Victoria does little to smooth over
the conflicts she faces. But handsome, gallant Fritz is always by her side, as they navigate court intrigue,
and challenge the cunning Chancellor Otto von Bismarck, while fighting for the throne—and the soul of a
nation. At home they endure tragedy, including their son, Wilhelm, rejecting all they stand for. Clare
McHugh tells the enthralling and riveting story of Victoria, the Princess Royal—from her younger years
as the apple of her father Albert's eyes through her rise to power atop the mighty German empire to her
final months of life.

The Blacktongue Thief
What to read next is every book lover's greatest dilemma. Nancy Pearl comes to the rescue with this
wide-ranging and fun guide to the best reading new and old. Pearl, who inspired legions of litterateurs
with "What If All (name the city) Read the Same Book," has devised reading lists that cater to every
mood, occasion, and personality. These annotated lists cover such topics as mother-daughter
relationships, science for nonscientists, mysteries of all stripes, African-American fiction from a female
point of view, must-reads for kids, books on bicycling, "chick-lit," and many more. Pearl's enthusiasm
and taste shine throughout.
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